In this paper, we introduce a new method for depth perception from a 2D natural scene using scale variation of patterns. As the surface from a 2D scene gets farther away from us, the texture appears finer and smoother. Texture gradient is one of the monocular depth cues which can be represented by gradual scale variations of textured patterns. To extract feature vectors from textured patterns, higher order local autocorrelation functions are utilized at each scale step. The hierarchical linear discriminant analysis is employed to classify the scale rate of the feature vector which can be divided into subspaces by recursively grouping the overlapped classes. In the experiment, relative depth perception of 2D natural scenes is performed on the proposed method and it is expected to play an important role in natural scene analysis.
Introduction
Some two-dimensional scenes give a very strong feeling of depth perception despite the fact that they are depicted on flat surfaces. There is some information which can allow us to perceive depth in a 2D scene. These sources of information are commonly called depth or distance cues. In general, the binocular depth cue, what is called disparity, requires two images developed from different positions like our two eyes. On the other hand, monocular cues called pictorial cues by Goldstein [1] are limited to one eye.
Linear perspective is the typical monocular cue, and it is related to relative size and texture gradient as shown in Fig. 1 . The more distant the object, the smaller it appears when it is farther away from the viewer. This is called relative size. Most surfaces, such as walls and roads and a field of flowers in bloom, have their own textures. As the surface gets farther away from us, this texture appears finer and smoother.
Gibson [2] strongly emphasized the role of texture gradient for specifying the layout of 3D surfaces. Furthermore, Tsutsui [3] reported the neural correlates of depth perception from texture gradient in the cortex. They show that texture gradient is an important cue for perceiving a 3D surface orientation for monkeys as well as humans. Some researchers have argued that relative size and texture gradient are not separate cues because of the similarity of how these depth cues work [4] . In this paper, we approach a new framework to extract depth information from a 2D natural scene using a multiscale texture classification scheme. Relative depth information can be perceived by classifying scale rate of textured patterns which appear in a texture gradient. The depth information is computed by feature vectors which are extracted from higher-order local autocorrelation functions. The autocorrelation functions can be used to assess the amount of regularity as well as fineness or coarseness of the texture pattern. Extracted feature vectors are computed from an small area so that they are similar to each other. These similar feature vectors constitute many overlapped distributions in the usual linear discriminant space. Overlapped distributions become the main reason for bringing a loss of effective projection space to each individual distribution.
In order to take such overlapped distributions into consideration, we proposed the hierarchical linear discriminant analysis in our earlier work [5] . The hierarchical discriminant analysis can divide the discriminant space into subspaces by recursively grouping the overlapped classes. Our proposed method of classifying similar texture patterns was shown to have more successful results through several texture databases. In this paper, the hierarchical discriminant analysis is employed to classify similar texture patterns with different scales. We performed an experiment to extract relative depth from natural 2D scenes. The results show that texture gradient plays an important role in depth perception of natural scene analysis. More extensive application work will be performed to explore the perception of 3D surface orientation and distance estimation using the following method.
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Feature Extraction and Classification
The textured surfaces of the real world are visible in the scene with changes of orientation, scale or other visual appearances. The various methods of extracting rotation and/or scale invariant features, have been applied in texture classification schemes such as autocorrelation functions, Gabor filter, Local Binary Pattern, Log-polar Wavelets, etc. On the other hand, it is important to devise an effective discriminant function in high-dimensional statistical feature space. Although the feature extraction and discriminant function are both individually important to study this method, a feature extraction is first needed to determine its related discriminant function. This section describes two main modules for multi-scale texture classification.
Feature Extraction
A texture image is represented by a spatial distribution of feature vectors extracted from co-occurrence or autocorrelation functions in the statistical approach. The autocorrelation function has been used in a wide range of applications: character recognition, texture classification [6] , [7] , face detection [8] , and pattern recognition [9] . An important property of many textures is the repetitive characteristics of an image. The autocorrelation functions can be used to assess the amount of regularity as well as fineness or coarseness of a texture pattern. They have advantages of being shiftinvariant and are effective in computing time and speed. Therefore, the higher-order local autocorrelation function is employed in the feature extraction module due to advantages of effective computing and repetitive images.
Higher-order autocorrelation functions are defined by
where n denotes the order of the autocorrelation function, x is the image coordinate vector, and a i are the displacement vectors, respectively. The function f (x) stands for the image intensity on the retinal plane D [10] . We limit the order n to 2 to decrease computational costs. The feature extraction module computes 33 local autocorrelation coefficients from a texture image, using the mask patterns shown in Fig. 2 . For each mask pattern, a product is calculated by multiplying pixels in the masks according to their patterns; a pixel in white circle is multiplied twice. For the normalization of feature vectors, we take the power root of the same degree of the product. Feature extraction module includes a process which determines an appropriate subspace of dimensionality m in the original feature space of dimensionality d(m ≤ d). To get a more effective feature vector set, an orthogonal subspace projection is performed on the training and test data by using Karhunen-Loeve (KL) transformation [11] . The orthogonal transformation produces a new sequence of uncorrelated texture images on the higher-order autocorrelation feature space, therefore, feature vectors have a set of the most independent output components. The Karhunen-Loeve method chooses a dimensionality reducing linear projection, but our study preserved the original features (m = d).
Discriminant Function and Classifier
Texture classification techniques involve a problem of highcomputational complexity. In the statistical approach, texture patterns can be represented by a large number of feature vectors in high-dimensional feature space. The development of an efficient discriminant function is important to reduce the computational complexity. In our early work [5] , we proposed the new hierarchical linear discriminant analysis which has the advantage of simple and fast computation for multi-class classification.
We assume that feature vectors have a normal Gaussian distribution and the degree of contiguity between each class is estimated by simple Euclidean distance. Then, simple classifiers are based on the minimum Euclidean distance to classify multi-scale texture patterns. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) using a few prototypes per class is the simplest and the most practical classifier. Each class is represented by a single prototype which is the mean vector of all the training patterns in a class. Using simple 'LDA' classifier, we have an advantage of fast testing and simple and robust prototypes.
Texture Gradient and Scale Variation
Texture is a kind of repetitive pattern over a certain range of scale. An image texture can appear in different ways according to the scale of observation. The scale concept and the notion of multi-scale representation are of crucial importance in texture analysis [12] . A number of approaches to multi-scale representations have been developed, which are more or less related to scale space theory such as pyramids, wavelets and multi-grid methods. In our method, the pyramid representation is used to build the multi-scale feature space, which combines a sub-sampling operation with different levels of spatial resolution. (a) shows a texture gradient image textured by circle patterns. This image clearly demonstrates gradual-scale variation. Training pattern is taken from a section of the largest gauge of the test image presented in a texture gradeint. At this time, let the scale rate extracted from the largest gauge of a training texture pattern be S 1 , which is the original scale rate (100%). According to the scale steps represented in S i , the training pattern is gradually down-scaled as shown in Fig. 3 (b) (zoom-out). At each scale step, a number of m sample windows with (n×n) size are extracted from a down-scaled training texture pattern. The feature vector has d-dimensionality and it can be written as {x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . .
Then, extracted feature vector from higher local autocorrelation function has d×3-dimension because they have three color bands (R,G,B) as described in Sect. 2.1. The number of all classes is (i × t), where i is a number of scale steps, and t is a number of training texture patterns. To classify each scale step of test patterns represented by their feature vectors, we use the hierarchical linear discriminant analysis [5] .
The proposed hierarchical linear discriminant analysis method is performed as follows:
• Step 1. Extract feature vectors from all of the on the multi-scaled training patterns by the higher order local autocorrelation functions.
• Step 2. Divide the initial discriminant space into subdiscriminant spaces by texture types. The initial discriminant space is built by usual Fisher method.
• Step 3. Each group of classes is recursively divided into sub-groups to find effective discriminant space without overlapped classes.
• Step 4. Test images are classified texture type and scale rate by the linear discriminant analysis according to their hierarchical discriminant tree structure.
The root node branches off sub-nodes which consist of same texture type regardless scale steps in the initial discriminant space. The initial discriminant space can be obtained by usual Fisher method. Then, the initial linear discriminant space will split into scale rate of each texture types. Every node can branch off as long as the node contains overlapped classes. The discriminant space of each texture type can be built by the Fisher method for multiscale texture class classification. Figure 4 shows an example of hierarchical structure in proposed discriminant analysis. The Class1 and Class2 are sub-divided from root node. The Class1 has three overlapped distribution in the initial discriminant space. The discriminant space is divided by grouping the overlapped classes recursively. A degree of overlap between two distribution can be evaluated by the grouping function [5] . Consequentally, test image having a texture gradient is segmented by scale rate of training texture pattern, we can perceive relative depth and 3D orientation.
Experimental Results
To confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, we performed several experiments of depth perception with natural 2D scenes. All experiments are carried out without pre-processing. The natural 2D scenes are used in RGB channels of color images and the size is 900 × 900 pixels. Training texture patterns are obtained by selecting the largest gauge of texture gradient which presents in a 2D scene. According to the scale steps, five hundred sample patterns whose window size is 90 × 90 pixels are extracted from a type of training texture pattern.
These original image of natural 2D scenes are shown in Fig. 5 (a) , and the classification results without postprocessing are shown in Fig. 5 (b) . The left image (road and grass) in Fig. 5 (a) has 2 types of training texture patterns consisted of 'block' and 'grass'. The 'block' pattern is scaled at a 10% differential rate to make eight classes with multi-scale steps (100%, 90%, 80%, · · · 30%). The middle image (building) in Fig. 5 (a) has 3 types of training texture patterns and the right image (avenue) has four types of training texture patterns consisted of grass, trunck, grass and ground with eight scale steps (4 types × 8 scale steps = 32 classes). Figure 5 (b) shows the result images of multiscale texture classification by meands of the scale rates and texture types.
From these classification results, we can obtain two sort of images. One is a result of scale invariant texture classification, which can be classified according to the texture types. Another is a classification result based on the scale rate regardless of texture type. This kind of image can give the scale rate of a training texture pattern, so the relative depth can be perceived from a 2D scene as shown in Fig. 6 .
Training texture types can be classified (colored with white, black and gray) as shown in Fig. 6 (a) . Using linear perspective property, the result images appear 3D orientation. In addition, only scale variations are extracted from the training texture type as shown in Fig. 6 (b) . This result images can be estimated relative depth information based on the scale variation of training texture patterns.
Conclusion
We have developed a new framework for depth perception from a 2D scene using multi-scale texture classification. The multi-scale features are extracted by higher-order local autocorrelation functions and are classified by the hierarchical discriminant analysis. Experimental results show that the proposed method is effective in depth perception for natural scene analysis. More extensive application work needs to be performed in order to explore the perception of 3D surface orientation and distance estimation.
